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IntroductionIntroduction

NearbyNearby largelarge dustydusty ellipticalelliptical
Direct Direct distancedistance measuremeasure = 14.9 = 14.9 MpcMpc ((JensenJensen etet al.al.
2003)  2003)  1mas = 0.071 1mas = 0.071 pcpc

SS1.4 GHz1.4 GHz=300 mJy, =300 mJy, P=10P=102121.6.6 W HzW Hz--11: LLAGN: LLAGN
Ionized nuclear gas typical of a LINER Ionized nuclear gas typical of a LINER ((GoudfroojGoudfrooj etet
al.al. 1994)1994)

HST observations reveal a central point source HST observations reveal a central point source 
and a large and a large distributiondistribution of of dustdust NN--NW of the core NW of the core 
((CarolloCarollo etet al 1997)al 1997)



Compact on Compact on kpckpc scalesscales betweenbetween 1.4 and 43 1.4 and 43 GHzGHz
Moderately flat radio spectra Moderately flat radio spectra non thermal non thermal emissionemission
PreviousPrevious observationsobservations withwith VLBIVLBI::

---- Jones et al. 1981,1982,1984   USNJones et al. 1981,1982,1984   USN
---- Schilizzi et Schilizzi et al.al. 1983                EVN1983                EVN
---- FalckeFalcke etet al.al. 2000                 VLBA2000                 VLBA

Radio data



VLBA + Y1 VLBA + Y1 observationsobservations

August 2000, 5 and 8.4 GHz (12 hrs. total,  full August 2000, 5 and 8.4 GHz (12 hrs. total,  full 
polarization)polarization)
July 1995, 5 GHz (July 1995, 5 GHz (GiovanniniGiovannini et al. 2001 et al. 2001 –– 4 hrs 4 hrs ––
reanalyzed, improved thanks to the better position) reanalyzed, improved thanks to the better position) 
TwoTwo sidedsided emissionemission thanksthanks toto the the goodgood short short 
spacingsspacings uvuv coveragecoverage (Y1 (Y1 PtPt) ) ((seesee alsoalso BondiBondi etet al 2004)                al 2004)                

More More detailsdetails in in GirolettiGiroletti etet al.al. ApJApJ submittedsubmitted



NGC 4278, NGC 4278, imagesimages

1 pc
103 RS

5 GHz 8.4 GHz
CorrelatedCorrelated fluxflux ≈≈ 85 85 ---- 90 % total VLA 90 % total VLA fluxflux densitydensity



NGC 4278, motion and age (1)NGC 4278, motion and age (1)

red: 1995 blue: 2000



NGC 4278, motion and age (2)NGC 4278, motion and age (2)

Comp.Comp. motionmotion (mas)(mas) velocityvelocity (v/c)(v/c) ageage ((yrsyrs))
S2…S2… 0.45 0.45 ±± 0.140.14 0.013 0.013 ±± 0.0040.004 29.1 29.1 ±± 9.3      9.3      ****
S1…S1… 0.66 0.66 ±± 0.120.12 0.019 0.019 ±± 0.0030.003 65.8 65.8 ±± 12.412.4
N3…N3… 1.21 1.21 ±± 0.090.09 0.034 0.034 ±± 0.0030.003 8.3 8.3 ±± 0.50.5
N2…N2… 3.76 3.76 ±± 0.650.65 0.106 0.106 ±± 0.0180.018 25.0 25.0 ±± 4.8      4.8      ****



NGC 4278 NGC 4278 isis a a twotwo--sidedsided sourcesource

SouthernSouthern jet jet lookslooks more more collimatedcollimated, , howeverhowever 8.4 8.4 GHzGHz imageimage clearlyclearly showsshows
thatthat the the innerinner jet jet isis brighterbrighter in the N jet in the N jet regionregion, in agreement , in agreement withwith thethe
apparentapparent motionmotion ((largerlarger in the N in the N componentscomponents))

This is in agreement also with the Jones et al image and with VLThis is in agreement also with the Jones et al image and with VLBA BA 
phasephase--referenced observations at 43 GHz (Ly referenced observations at 43 GHz (Ly etet al.al. 2004)2004)

We assume that the main and approaching jet is the We assume that the main and approaching jet is the NorthernNorthern oneone

Assume N2 and S2 components are ejected in pairs with the same Assume N2 and S2 components are ejected in pairs with the same velocityvelocity
and and intrinsicintrinsic brightnessbrightness



Jet Jet orientationorientation and and velocityvelocity

---- ArmArm ratio ratio 
R= rR= rN2N2/r/rS2S2 = (1+= (1+ββcoscosθθ)(1)(1--ββcoscosθθ))--11

---- ββasepasep=(2 =(2 ββsinsinθθ)(1)(1--ββ22coscos22θθ))--11

---- Since Since wewe knowknow the the sourcesource distancedistance fromfrom
the the properproper motionmotion wewe can derive can derive θθ::
D = 0.5c D = 0.5c tantanθθ ((µµaa –– µµrr)()(µµaaµµrr))--11

((MirabelMirabel & & RodriguezRodriguez, 1994), 1994)



NGC 4278, jet NGC 4278, jet propertiesproperties

0.65 < 0.65 < ββ < 0.85< 0.85
1.3 < 1.3 < ΓΓ < 1.9< 1.9
22°° < < θθ < 4< 4°°
2 < 2 < δδ < 3.5< 3.5
PPintint < 10< 102121 W HzW Hz--11

arm ratio

apparent separation velocity

j & cj motion + distance



1) Moving components in the jets are not to be confused with
hot spots present in CSO

2) Components are continually injected but they are soon 
disrupted and are not able to travel a long distance 

3) This source will not become a kpc scale radio galaxy but 
it will periodically inflate (slowly)

More in Giroletti et al. submitted to ApJ



Light curve for NGC 4278 at 5 GHz



NGC 4278, NGC 4278, spectrumspectrum

VLBA core flat, jets steeperVLBA core flat, jets steeper
VLA spectrum fitted by power law (VLA spectrum fitted by power law (αα=0.54)=0.54)
together with morphology, and Ttogether with morphology, and TBB = 10= 1099 K, confirms K, confirms 
synchrotron emission in this LLAGNsynchrotron emission in this LLAGN

VLA 08-2003



SummarySummary

NGC 4278   NGC 4278   non non thermalthermal AGN AGN activityactivity

a twoa two--sided LLAGN (on pc scale)sided LLAGN (on pc scale)
mildly relativistic jets, closely mildly relativistic jets, closely alignedaligned toto ll--oo--ss
TTbb = 1.5 x 10= 1.5 x 1099 KK
significant significant variabilityvariability possiblypossibly relatedrelated toto the the injectioninjection
of new of new componentscomponents
slowlyslowly expandingexpanding
becausebecause of its of its lowlow radio power and radio power and maybemaybe dense IGMdense IGM
it will not become a kpc scale radio galaxy it will not become a kpc scale radio galaxy 



The EndThe End

ThanksThanks


